Processes of Care in Breast Reconstruction and the Long-Term Impact of a Comprehensive Breast Center.
Increased emphasis has been placed on process outcomes for breast cancer care, but limited data exists on these measures for breast reconstruction. These processes are likely to be impacted by increased centralization of care into comprehensive breast centers (CBC). Our study objectives were to define measures for processes of care in breast reconstruction and to determine the effect of a CBC on these measures. A 5-year review was performed of patients who underwent mastectomy with or without reconstruction for a newly diagnosed breast cancer between 2010 and 2014, which spans from 1 year before to 4 years after introduction of our CBC. A total of 4179 patients were reviewed. The referral rate for immediate reconstruction increased from 40.0 to 70.8 % (p < .001), and the immediate reconstruction rate increased from 36.7 to 65.0 % (p < .001), both plateauing in the fourth study year. The interval between surgical oncology and plastic surgery consultation decreased (from 9.2 to 2.5 days; p < .001), and stabilized in the second study year. The interval between plastic surgery consultation and surgery decreased throughout the entire study period (from 37.6 to 20.8 days; p < .001), resulting in continued improvements in the interval between surgical oncology consultation and surgery (from 46.8 to 23.3 days, p < .001). In breast reconstruction, a CBC results in improvements in process outcomes, some of which are realized in the short-term and others in the long-term. The timeliness of treatment of patients who undergo immediate postmastectomy reconstruction can be similar to targets set for patients who undergo mastectomy alone.